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This review and others posted over at my blog. The subjects range from alien worlds, post-apocalyptic
scenarios, advanced technology and adventures through space. I initially purchased this book because my
goddess Tanith Lee has a story in it and I finally picked it up thanks to Vintage Sci-fi Month. The Sidon in the
Mirror by Connie Willis: This was a slightly trippy look at life in a small community on a mining planet. The
world building was fairly complex considering the length, but I think I got a good taste of what Willis created.
I enjoyed that characters had a local dialect. Overall it was sad and a little mysterious. The Jarabon by Lee
Killough: Killough created an interesting and compelling thief, as well as a unique form of space travel. I
really loved where she went with this and would have loved for this to be a full-length novel. I wanted to
know more about her badass thief-lady and her sordid past. Belling Martha by Leigh Kennedy: This is a
post-apocalyptic tale where food is scarce and winter might not end. A young girl has escaped a religious
camp and made her way to the city to seek her father. This story was incredibly fucked up and a little gross,
but believable. La Reine Blanche by Tanith Lee: Tanith gives readers a fairy-tale-esque short about a widowed
queen trapped in a tower and a magic raven who comes to see her. This had her classic atmospheric
world-building and otherworldly characters, though it deals with some timey-wimey stuff so it was a tad
confusing. Another tale set after some sort of apocalypse has hit the earth and created a divide between those
who live in cities and those who fend for themselves in small towns. It had a sort of Mad Max feel because I
got the feeling fuel sources were low and perhaps plant life as well? I really wanted a novel of this and I felt
that just as I had an inkling of what was going on in this world, the story was over! There is a party of
explorers climbing something, perhaps a mountain, except they refer to sections like the Roof and Chimney. I
was confused as to whether these were tiny people scaling a normal sized house, normal sized people scaling a
giant house, or if it was really just an oddly named mountain. Blue Heart by Stephanie A. The main character
in this is a sort of light house warden who can mentally connect to some sort of net that guides spaceships
through her area of space. I enjoyed the technology mentioned in this story and the general sadness it evoked.
Fire-Caller by Sydney J. This is a tale of slavery and warring peoples and a woman who can create fire from
within herself when she speaks to the old gods. Another very atmospheric tale that I would have loved a
full-length novel of. Just as I had an idea of what was going on and became attached to the characters, the
story ended. This is a great collection for anyone looking for female voices, especially as all of these tales
were written in the 80s, just as female writers were really starting to break into the genre and earn respect for
their craft. There are some awesome short tales here, and some stuff that I really thought should have been left
off. Most of course sit somewhere between. For a slightly longer review, check out: It has lot of emotional
depth for a sify story based on a delicate relationship between a scientist and his daughter suffering from a
cancer. No big technical terms or groundbreaking theories thrown out in this one like Arthur C. Clarke stories
so I guess anybody can understand it quite well.
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And, it must be said, many of the choices for this anthology are somewhat, well, bizarreâ€¦ Connie Willis is
indeed a popular genre writer, but she is the only writer to appear twice in this collection, while Le Guin might
arguably be said to be more popular and surely they could have found a better story by Le Guin than the one
they chose? In all other respects, this is a Wild West story, and incorporates all the unlikeable sensibilities of
such a story. At the brothel is a blind girl, whose blindness was caused by a miner on another such dead star.
And the Wild West brothel is a trope long past its sell-by date, even in I would not have expected Willis to
have written this story. A woman who has a history losing things has just lost a pair of expensive diamond
earrings given to her by her husband. She was intending to wear them for their anniversary dinner. In a
Mexican city, a woman who can trace her ancestry back to the Aztecs lies in a hospital bed in labour. There is
also an old man, prepared to enact an old ritual which will rekindle a new sun â€” and it requires human
sacrifice. But the theft means Kele has to be awake during the trip. There is a gentle twist in the tale. Isaac
Asimov used to write a lot of these, and they were never any good. Neither is this one. But a raven visits her
and takes her out on a dream outing to a young and handsome prince, who falls in love with her. Like
Cinderella, she makes her escape before dawn, and the prince spends the rest of his life pining for his vanished
loveâ€¦ until many decades later he meets a young woman who resembles her in every way. But the people in
the countryside blame the cities for the collapse of the country and civilisation, and kill any city-dwellers they
meet. But the cities are not the hives of violence and depravity they believe them to be. Nonetheless, in a small
village where the narrator stops en route, in disguise of course, the villagers catch a city-person, and violence
ensues. This is one of those stories where you wonder why it was written as sf. This story at least makes sense.
Now they live in fear of being raided by other survivors. The story keeps its premise off-stage, and handles its
centre-stage family dynamics well. So the engineer is persuaded to allow his young daughter, who is dying of
cancer, to upload her own personality as a template. This story was an odd mix of nerdishly technical
computer-speak and a hand-wavey premise. Vinge is better known as a science fiction writer, but this story is
fantasy. A director of a Shakespearean summer theatre company and his leading lady also his wife happen a
man reciting from Hamlet who appears somewhat despondent and at a loose end. So they offer him a job. It
transpires he is a ghost himself, and dates from Elizabethan times. The premise for this is nicely wrapped
around the domestic life of the Gordons, a dimension more sf should consider. There is nothing in this story
which would indicate it was published in the s. So she plans to upload herself into a robot body, the same as
her companion. But he argues against it, pointing out that her new body does not possess the senses of her
human body, and that she will be trading touch, taste and smell for immortality. This is apparently only one of
two short stories Smith wrote, which is a shame. Ming resists, is subsequently fined, and so bankrupted. But
all is not lost as there is an organisation happy to employ someone with his experience and natureâ€¦ Yes, it
really is that corny. A Secret History An Intendant of the Dominion visits an inner city on Orthe to determine
whether or not the ideas it generates deserve Interdiction. The premise is not exactly subtle, or handled with
any degree of subtlety, but the protagonist certainly is. She is very, very good at evoking alien societies, which
is what she does here. Because the Pachni actually have psionic powers â€” which the Washrar have been
breeding out of them, but are still very much scared of. Any awards shortlist would likely have demonstrated
that. There are some good stories in this anthology, but there are also a number whose presence, quite frankly,
is mystifying.
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Showing 3 of 3 This review and others posted over at my blog. This book contains 17 sci-fi stories written by
women. The subjects range from alien worlds, post-apocalyptic scenarios, advanced technology and
adventures through space. I initially purchased this book because my goddess Tanith Lee has a story in it and I
finally picked it up thanks to Vintage Sci-fi Month. The Sidon in the Mirror by Connie Willis: This was a
slightly trippy look at life in a small community on a mining planet. The world building was fairly complex
considering the length, but I think I got a good taste of what Willis created. I enjoyed that characters had a
local dialect. Overall it was sad and a little mysterious. The Jarabon by Lee Killough: Killough created an
interesting and compelling thief, as well as a unique form of space travel. I really loved where she went with
this and would have loved for this to be a full-length novel. I wanted to know more about her badass thief-lady
and her sordid past. Belling Martha by Leigh Kennedy: This is a post-apocalyptic tale where food is scarce
and winter might not end. A young girl has escaped a religious camp and made her way to the city to seek her
father. This story was incredibly fucked up and a little gross, but believable. La Reine Blanche by Tanith Lee:
Tanith gives readers a fairy-tale-esque short about a widowed queen trapped in a tower and a magic raven who
comes to see her. This had her classic atmospheric world-building and otherworldly characters, though it deals
with some timey-wimey stuff so it was a tad confusing. Another tale set after some sort of apocalypse has hit
the earth and created a divide between those who live in cities and those who fend for themselves in small
towns. It had a sort of Mad Max feel because I got the feeling fuel sources were low and perhaps plant life as
well? I really wanted a novel of this and I felt that just as I had an inkling of what was going on in this world,
the story was over! There is a party of explorers climbing something, perhaps a mountain, except they refer to
sections like the Roof and Chimney. I was confused as to whether these were tiny people scaling a normal
sized house, normal sized people scaling a giant house, or if it was really just an oddly named mountain. Blue
Heart by Stephanie A. The main character in this is a sort of light house warden who can mentally connect to
some sort of net that guides spaceships through her area of space. I enjoyed the technology mentioned in this
story and the general sadness it evoked. Fire-Caller by Sydney J. This is a tale of slavery and warring peoples
and a woman who can create fire from within herself when she speaks to the old gods. Another very
atmospheric tale that I would have loved a full-length novel of. Just as I had an idea of what was going on and
became attached to the characters, the story ended. This is a great collection for anyone looking for female
voices, especially as all of these tales were written in the 80s, just as female writers were really starting to
break into the genre and earn respect for their craft. Van Scyoc, based on Fire-Caller.
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